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Il Rinascimento !

Architectural history (3)



Thank you to Januz Ballenstedt
“Théorie du choix“, Ecole Spéciale d’Architecture, Paris -1984





Why the history of architecture ?
What can it serve us ?

For what purpose ?
What objectives ?

… ?



TOSCANA, April 2009





















RENAISSANCE



SYNOPSIS

The Italian Renaissance began the Renaissance
a period of great cultural change in Europe

covering more than a century : from the late fourteenth century, says Trecento
until the early sixteenth says Cinquecento

with Quatrocento as interim.
The Italian Renaissance is implicit (it Rinascimento)

since this country was its point of origin and radiation for Europe,
perspective of universality (humanism returning to the limelight).

It marks the transition between the Middle Ages and modern times in Europe.
The term "Renaissance" is actually a modern term

to become current in the nineteenth century in the work of historians.
Although we date the origins of a movement of patronage

and intellectual effort confined to the educated middle in the first half of the fourteenth century,
many aspects of culture and society remained largely Medieval Italian;

Renaissance takes its rise at the end of the century.
The era is best known for her return to the ancient classical culture

From what the humanists of the Renaissance called the "Dark Ages".
These changes occur only at the highest levels of society,

and for the vast majority of the population daily life remains somewhat different
of the Middle Ages, even if the rise of the merchant bourgeoisie has
expand access to prosperity, which contrasts with the sad condition

Europe in the High Middle Ages



Rebirth Italian is first phenomenon economic incipient,
according to some historians, in the twelfth century after the First Crusade.

Trade routes of the East open to European merchants, and Italy,
center Mediterranean becomes hub Trade between Europe and Asia.

Italian merchant cities get richer through trade of silk and spices.
A modern banking system is created and a new social class emerged: the bourgeoisie

 The Florin (motto Florence) becomes currency International bottom Middle Ages.
This richness leads Italian cities (independent and proud)

to compete with each other in the field of Culture, Arts and Sciences.
Each prince to appear more powerful than its neighbor,

is willing to spend a fortune to have the best artists and finest monuments.
The Italian Renaissance is rooted in Tuscany (Central Italy)

concentrated around Florence and Siena.
The movement was then a significant impact in Venice.

The remains of the culture of ancient Greece are collected,
watering the humanist scholars of new texts.

Later, Renaissance moved to Rome, where an architecture flourished in the ancient fashion.
Rome will be largely rebuilt by the popes of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

Renaissance Italian culminates at XVth century.







MIDDLE AGES







“The 100 years war“



MEDICIS



Medicis Family
Catherine, Maria, Lorenzo





Stores - Money / The Florentine - Letter of Credit



Invention Insurance
(Maritime fleet, cargo, crew, ...)



REVOLUTIONS



Leonardo da Pisa

Arabic numerals - Decimal System



Decimal system improved
Production Facility / Transportation optimal



PERSPECTIVE



Descriptive geometry







“Ideal City“, Piero Della Francesca

“Utopia“, Thomas More



Albrecht Dürer
Painter, engraver et mathematician





PAINTING



Portrait





Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti, Masaccio,
Piero Della Francesca, Raffaello Santi,

Leonardo da Vinci, Pontormo, …









SCULPTURE



Andrea Del Verrocchio
(Master of Leonardo Da Vinci)



Michelangelo



Donatello
(Donato di Niccolò di Betto Bardi)



Jean de Bologne (Giovanni Bologna)



DISCOVERIES



Nicolas Copernic



LITTERATURE



Machiavel (Niccolò di Bernardo dei Macchiavelli)



“Hamlet“, William Shakespeare



To be, or not to be : that is the question.

Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to suffer 

The slings and arrows of outrageous fortune, Or to take arms against a sea of troubles, And by
opposing end them ?

To die : to sleep ; No more; and by a sleep to say we end The heart-ache and the thousand
natural shocks That flesh is heir to, 'tis a consummation Devoutly to be wish'd. To die, to sleep
; To sleep: perchance to dream: ay, there's the rub; For in that sleep of death what dreams may
come When we have shuffled off this mortal coil, Must give us pause: there's the respect That
makes calamity of so long life; For who would bear the whips and scorns of time, The
oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely, The pangs of despised love, the law's
delay, The insolence of office and the spurns

That patient merit of the unworthy takes, When he himself might his quietus make With a bare
bodkin ? who would fardels bear, To grunt and sweat under a weary life, But that the dread of
something after death, The undiscover'd country from whose bourn No traveller returns, puzzles
the will And makes us rather bear those ills we have Than fly to others that we know not of ? 

Thus conscience does make cowards of us al l; And thus the native hue of resolution Is sicklied
o'er with the pale cast of thought, And enterprises of great pith and moment With this regard
their currents turn awry, And lose the name of action.--Soft you now ! The fair Ophelia! Nymph,
in thy orisons Be all my sins remember'd.

Acte 3, Scene 1



“Don Quichote“, Miguel de Cervantes



ARTS …



First opéra : “Euridice“, Jacopo Peri, 1600



“DISEGNO“



“Disegno“ : Drawing & Project   >>>  Design



“Cosa Mentale“ : Mentales images



ARCHITECTURAL

TREATISES



“De Architectura“, Vitruve (Marcus Vitruvius Pollio)



“De re aedificatoria“, Leon Battista Alberti



ARCHITECTURE



Romanesque : church + monastery + …
collective order



Renaissance : building “single-use“ (church, palace, etc.)

Individual order



Model



City















Dome













STAIRS



Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Florence - Michelangelo



ARCHITECTS



Filippo Brunelleschi



Francesco Borromini



Giorgio Vasari



Andrea Palladio





“Palais Farnèse“, Antonio da Sangallo,
Michelangelo, Vignole et Della Porta …



DECLINE





THE BAROQUE STYLE





… Piazza Navona, Roma …



… “Fontaine Trevi“, Rome - Nicolas Salvi …



… Santa Marie Della Salute, Venice …



…



…



…



… Sicily …



… Saint Jacques de Compostelle, Spain …



… Santuario do Bom Jesus do Monte, Braga, Portugal …



… Catedral San Cristobal, la Havana, Cuba …



Tomaso Albinoni, Claudio Monteverdi, Giovanni Battista Pergolese,
Alessandro Scarlatti, Antonio Vivaldi, Gregorio Allegri, etc.



Janusz Ballenstedt
“Theory“ Societies / Climates







You continue …
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Il Rinascimento !


